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review
In a work of incredible maturity for a twenty-something author, the
reader is treated to writing of beautiful intensity, tranquillity, and a
stillness that goes against the grain.
As the third anniversary of his brother’s accidental death approaches,
the narrator – Joseph Wagenburg, a young man in his mid-thirties – is
able at last to write something about Wilhelm’s death at the age of
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twenty-nine, hit by a tram in Vienna in 2005. The text also addresses
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Katharina, the object of the affections of Joseph’s oldest friend, as

Fiction

well. The relationship with Katharina had begun on the day that

This book is outside of the
five-year window for
guaranteed assistance with
English language translation.

the break-up of the narrator’s two-year relationship at that time with

Joseph decided to end a relationship with Lisa, the young woman
over whom the two brothers had previously become estranged. She
had challenged him on this lack of rapport with his brother and his
empty notebook.

We suggest getting in touch

Place is important in this work. Wilhelm, a painter, moves to Vienna to

with the relevant funding

study and later live, while Joseph studies in Graz. It is Joseph who

body for an informal

returns to Pettenbach to visit his parents on the family farm – and his

conversation about the

favourite spot on Magdalena Hill. Tragically, however, he is not to

possibility of support. Please

inherit the farm.

refer to to our

Painterly and quietly compelling.

recommendations page for
books that are currently
covered by our funding
guarantee.
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press quotes

‘This literary voice tells me that it can be blissful to read
and to be alive.’– Arnold Stadler, on Der lange Gang
über die Stationen
‘The debut of the year.’– Richard Kämmerlings,
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
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